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INTERIOR DESIGNER
FRAN HICKMAN
Hickman’s exquisite colour combinations and
elegant lines create a feeling of harmony

Authentic materials and minimalist silhouettes
combine in Dixon’s striking bathroom lights

Since she set up her practice in London’s Notting Hill in 2014,
interior designer Fran Hickman has garnered a reputation for her
use of clean lines and striking colours. There’s Goop’s pop-up shop
on Westbourne Grove decorated in a palette of light gold and deep
blue; the show apartment at White City’s Television Centre with
animal prints, rattan and a dark aubergine living room; and the
Notting Hill townhouse that has a statement staircase (above)
inspired by Barbara Hepworth’s curving Pelagos sculpture. ‘We
wanted to keep the stairs light, with a simple play on materials.
They reveal vistas of the house you might not ordinarily see,’
explains Hickman, who is ‘absolutely thrilled’ at winning an ELLE
Decoration British Design Award. Her current projects include
Locket’s wine bar at the Smithsons’ Economist Plaza in London
(‘The brief was that the space should feel quite feminine, which is
interesting for a Brutalist building in a characteristically male
neighbourhood,’ says Hickman). Then there’s the East Hampton
home of stylist Elizabeth Saltzman, designed by architect Richard
Meier for her parents. ‘It was decorated in full 1960s Maximalist
style, and Meier is known for his strict Rationalism – the two
aesthetics make the house really special,’ says Hickman. ‘Over the
years, its look has been watered down, so we’re taking it back to
how Elizabeth remembers it as a child.’ franhickman.com

The old adage ‘if you can’t find something you like, design your
own’ is true of Tom Dixon’s new range of lights. ‘When we’ve
designed bathrooms for hotels, it has been hard to find anything
waterproof that has a bit of character,’ he explains. ‘We wanted to
make something functional but also decorative that would add
oomph.’ The result was three lights: ‘Stone Wall’ (right), carved
from white morwad marble (‘There is a marble ring around the
bulb, which plays on the idea of floating; it looks like a magic trick’);
‘Plane Surface’, which consists of two interlocked square brassplated steel frames around a glass sphere; and the award-winning
‘Spot Surface’ (far right), which has a thick glass lens designed to
refract the light of the LEDs. ‘I like to take elements that already
exist and exaggerate them – in this case, an optical lens,’ says Dixon,
as he quips about polishing his ELLE Decoration British Design
Award. The designer has been experimenting with lights for longer
than he can remember. ‘I realised very early on that people were
happy to be less conservative with lighting than with other forms
ofdesign,soitbecameavehicleforexpressingideasandmateriality,’
he recalls. Today, he considers lighting as one of the most ‘forward
movingtypologiesininteriordesign’.Nextup,he’llbeexperimenting
with ‘electroanalogue’ lights that celebrate elements such as circuit
boards and transformers. tomdixon.net ➤
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